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Under federal law, if someone steals your credit card you're only 

responsible to pay the first Rs. 50 (for example) of unauthorized charges. 

However, if you notify the credit card issuer before a thief is able to make any 

charges you may be free from all liability. If the credit card is not physically 

present when an authorized or fraudulent purchase is made, such as over the 

internet, you're also free from liability for those charges. MasterCard and Visa 

offer zero-liability protection where you won't pay any charges if someone uses 

your credit card to make an unauthorized purchase. The protection offered to 

debit card fraud is similar but with a few exceptions. For example, your liability 

under federal law is limited to Rs. 50, the same as for a credit card, but only if you 

notify the issuer within two business days of discovering the card's loss or theft. 

Your liability for debit card fraud can jump up to Rs. 500 if you don't report the 

loss or theft within two business days. And if you are the type of person that gives 

a passing glance to your monthly bank statement, you could be totally liable for 

any fraudulent debit card charges if you wait 60 days or more from the time your 

statement is mailed. 

Visa and MasterCard zero-liability protection applies to your debit card but 

only for transactions that do not involve the use of your PIN (personal 

identification number). Additional protection against fraudulent use of your credit 

or debit cards may be available through your homeowner's or renter's insurance. 

Check your policy or with your agent for more information about your coverage. 

Also be aware that you should contact your card issuer by certified letter, return 

receipt requested, after you're contacted them by phone to protect your 

consumer rights. As for which card to use for that type of purchase, most experts 

agree that you should use your debit card for the same of purchases you'd make 

as if you were using cash. Therefore, it makes more sense to use your debit  
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Avoid using your debit card for any online purchase or for something which 

is expensive. You will find it much easier to dispute a charge when you use your 

credit card. If you gold-plated, limited edition, hip-swinging Elvis wall clock arrives 

broken, your credit card company will remove the charge until the problem 

resolved. With your debit card you are stuck dealing with the merchant directly to 

resolve any problems with a purchase, even if your banking institution could 

really use a gold-plated, limited edition, hip-swinging Elvis wall clock of their very 

own. Advantages in Using Credit Cards. The advantages and acceptability of credit 

cards from the customer's view point vary from that of a banker or member 

establishments. 

To the Card Holder: The small and attractive plastic credit cards are very 

easy to carry and they shopping, without the burden of carrying wards of currency 

notes with its inherent risks, inconveniences and dangers. Numbers of fringe 

benefits are available to the credit card holder. It has increased the purchasing 

power and has also become a status symbol to holder. In short, it can be said that 

the cardholder has at his disposal 'instant credit' upto a fixed limit whenever he 

needs it. To the Issuer: The credit cards enable the issuer to provide a fuller 

service to their customers. They are also useful marketing tools, as they open up 

relationship with merchants. Even as a vociferous lobby is pushing hard towards 

land acquisition, the Centre was has refused to accept suggestions of a 

parliamentary committee that prohibits acquisition of land for private companies. 

Recommendations of the committee took the policymakers by surprise. Now, 

contrary to this suggestion, the Centre is keen to go ahead with its Land 

Acquisition Bill which they claim is mandatory for the purposes of infrastructure 

and industrial development. 

Union Rural Development minister Jairam Ramesh and Union Law minister 

Salman Khurshid ruled out any such possibility as recommended 
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Nationalist Congress Party (NCP) president Sharad Pawar favoured the 

acquisition of land by the state governments. "We cannot think of 

industrialization or starting of any Public Private Partnership (PPP) projects in the 

absence of acquisition of land by the state. Every project will come to standstill. 

So this (acquisition) has to happen. There is no way out," said Sharad Pawar, 

Maratha strongman and an important UPA allay, whose view matters on every 

crucial issue.The parliamentary committee had recommended that the 

government need not acquire land for PPPs or the private sector. The committee 

argued that since the government did not acquire capital or manpower for the 

private sector, it should not acquire land either. It also argued that no country in 

the world other than India acquires land for private companies. 

Jairam Ramesh rejected the suggestion to delete a clause in the Land 

Acquisition Bill, allowing the government to acquire land for PPP projects. He also 

said the government would not compromise with the fundamental principles in 

the Bill, whose thrust is on urbanization and industrialization. The Rural 

Development minister said that India would not have industrialized to the extent 

it did without support of the government's land acquisition policy. However, 

specific provisions for compensation have been made to compensate land owners 

in case of acquisition of land. The draft Bill proposes adequate compensation in 

terms of subsistence allowance.Attacking the UPA government and threatening a 

fight to the finish by August on the issue of black money, Anna Hazare and yoga 

guru Baba Ramdev sat on a day- long fast on Sunday protesting against 

corruption. In their first appearance on a public platform after a year, Hazare and 

Ramdev arrived at the protest venue of Jantar Mantar together this morning after 

visiting Mahatma Gandhi's memorial and Shahid Park. Ramdev began his 

campaign by issuing a warning to the government to get ready for "fight to the 

finish" by 
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But you hold the high constitutional post. You have to take care of the 

political, constitutional and democratic responsibility. "Your personal honesty is 

not enough. You have to be politically honest too. You have to keep your Cabinet 

honest. Then people will respect you (more)," Ramdev told his supporters, who 

were waiving the tricolour. Before beginning his fast, he told reporters that he 

was intensifying the protest to bring back black money stashed away abroad and 

"I want the countrymen to be part of the fight to finish by August". Ramdev also 

invoked the name of Rajiv Gandhi saying when the former prime minister talked 

about only 15 paise out of a rupee reaching the beneficiaries, it was "ideal" but 

"when we talk about it, then we are called "khalnayaks (villains)". The protest also 

had its share of drama when a man in his late twenties and claiming to be a 

'volunteer' of Team Anna, tried to attempt self-immolation alleging that he was 

mistreated by prominent members of India Against Corruption.  

Meanwhile, minister of state for parliamentary affairs Harish Rawat said 

Team Anna and Ramdev were free to voice their concern against corruption but 

they cannot be allowed to "destroy" the existing institutions to tackle graft. "They 

have full freedom to voice concern against corruption. But Anna Hazare and 

Ramdev should understand that in the name of fighting corruption, if they want 

to destroy the existing institutions, the country will not accept it...," he told 

reporters. In his address, Ramdev claimed that FDI worth Rs 20 lakh crore held the 

"key" to people involved in stashing away black money abroad. If the government 

names the actual investors of FDI, the puzzle with regard to black money will be 

solved," he said in an apparent reference to Foreign Institution Investors (FII), 

which can allegedly be used by people to stash away black money. Seeking 

answers to the fall of the rupee and dipping GDP from finance minister Pranab 

Mukherjee, Ramdev said the Indian Economy. 
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Recalling the police crackdown on his supporters last year, Ramdev claimed 

it was "Ravan lila" played out at the Ramlila grounds. The dais had a picture of 

Rajbala who died following injuries suffered by her during the police action last 

year at Ramlila grounds. "Even Mahatma Gandhi had said that India needs its own 

laws. But we still have British era laws like the one on land acquisition and the 

Police Act. We need to remove the archaic laws and have swadeshi laws," he said. 

Ramdev claimed efforts by the government to tarnish the image of Team Anna 

members and his aides had failed to break the movement against corruption. 

"Whenever we talk of corruption, those in the power and leaders of the ruling 

party maintain that laws are not made on the streets... We are not against 

anyone... There is no family feud," he said.  

This is the first time that Ramdev and Hazare are sitting on a joint fast. 

From Team Anna, Arvind Kejriwal, Kiran Bedi and Manish Sisodia were the 

prominent members who joined Hazare and Ramdev in the day-long fast. The 

association with Ramdev had been opposed by a section within Team Anna on the 

ground that the yoga guru was facing corruption charges. In an apparent 

disapproval by the Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sangh (RSS) of Gujarat Chief Minister 

Narendra Modi’s style of working, an article in the organisation’s mouthpiece has 

indicated that the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP) has several prime ministerial 

candidates. It also disapproved of Modi’s reported insistence on resignation of 

Sanjay Joshi from the BJP’s national executive last week. The article, which figures 

in the latest issue of Panchjanaya, said it was being felt that Modi needed to do a 

rethink about organisational capabilities. “It seems Narendra Modi needs to 

review his style of working and organisational ability,” it said. The article assumes 

significance because its author Devendra Swaroop is a former editor of 

Panchjanaya and has access to views of the RSS insiders. “The role of Narendra 

Modi in the Sanjay Joshi episode at BJP’s national executive meeting in Mumbai is 

worth considering…why despite having faith in the Sangh, Modi could not control 

his unhappiness towards a fellow RSS functionary is a mystery. 
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He made Joshi’s presence a prestige issue and allowed the media to attack 

the BJP and the Sangh,” the article said. It also attacked Modi over media reports 

about Joshi changing his travel plans and boarding a plane instead of going by 

train after the Mumbai meeting as the train would have touched places in 

Gujarat. “It allowed opponents of the BJP to speak against Modi,” it said. Modi 

apparently insisted that he would attend the conclave only if his bete noire Joshi 

resigned from the party’s national executive and the party bowed to his demand. 

In a dig at Modi’s prime ministerial ambitions, it said that the BJP had several 

chief ministers and central leaders who were capable of being its prime 

ministerial candidates. But it said that the decision should be taken by the the 

parliamentary party after the party won the Lok Sabha election. The article in the 

RSS mouthpiece slamming Modi’s action at the BJP executive close to veteran BJP 

leader L.K. Advani launching an attack on party president Nitin Gadkari, saying 

“the mood within the party is not upbeat”.  

Advani said in his blog that people were angry with the Congress-led 

government but they were upset with the BJP too.  Expressing her dissatisfaction 

over the partial cut in the petrol price hike, West Bengal Chief Minister Mamata 

Banerjee Saturday requested Prime Minister Manmohan Singh to ensure its 

complete rollback. “We are not happy with this partial cut in petrol prices by Rs.2 

per litre. When the crude oil prices are coming down in the international market, 

then why is there an oil price hike in India? Why shouldn’t the hiked prices be 

completely rolled back?” a close aide quoted Banerjee as saying.  “The chief 

minister has told Dr. Singh to see that there is a total roll back. He has said that he 

will look into the matter,” the aide said. Banerjee Saturday made the request to 

Manmohan Singh during his brief visit to the city. “She requested him to think 

over a rollback,” the official Trinamool Congress website said.  
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In a partial rollback, oil marketing companies cut petrol prices by Rs.2 a litre 

with effect from midnight Saturday after crude prices softened in the global 

market, easing pressure on a government that faced a political backlash for the 

hike in the petrol prices 10 days ago.  Banerjee earlier led a protest rally of several 

thousands here, asking the central government to roll back the increased 

petroleum prices. Banerjee also demanded a “national status” for the annual 

Ganga Sagar Mela held at the Sagar Island of South 24-Parganas.  British troops in 

Afghanistan managed to save a 28-year-old woman British aid worker along with 

three others in Afghanistan Saturday. She was kidnapped May 22. Prime Minister 

David Cameron described the raid as “extraordinarily brave” and “breath-taking” 

after Helen Johnston was freed in the morning by the country’s special forces, The 

Sun reported. Cameron personally authorised the operation to liberate Johnston 

from a cave Friday afternoon over rising fears for her safety.  

A number of British Special Air Service (SAS) troops were reportedly 

involved in the operation, the report said. Johnston was freed along with three 

other hostages in an early morning mission. The prime minister confirmed all four 

hostages, including Kenyan Moragwe Oirer and two Afghan civilians, were safe. In 

a statement, Johnston’s family said: “We are delighted and hugely relieved by the 

wonderful news that Helen and all her colleagues have been freed.” The decks 

have been cleared for the race to Raisina Hills following Nationalist Congress Party 

leader P A Sangma's categorical assertion that he will contest for the Presidential 

post, come what may. In a significant move, Samajwadi Party supermo Mulayam 

Singh Yadav's presence at a function to mark three years of UPA's rule has 

seemingly increased the comfort level of the Congress in handling number games 

for the presidential post. So far the Congress has displayed sphinx-like silence on 

its ultimate choice. While  
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While a resolute and contrite Sangma has assured Tamil Nadu Chief 

Minister J Jayalalithaa and Odisha Chief Minister Naveen Panaik about how 

serious he is on contesting, and sought to engage in course-correction by 

apologizing to UPA chairperson Sonia Gandhi for his outbursts on her foreign 

origin a few years ago, old political angularities are likely to impact the Raisina 

Hills endgame.  Even as the National Democratic Alliance spruces up its act, the 

eventual outcome will be clear by this weekend. By then, the Bharatiya Janta 

Party's national executive would have indicated its mind after deliberation on the 

issue in Mumbai. While as far as a section of the meida is concerned, senior 

Congress leader Pranab Mukerjee continues to be the frontrunner, hectic 

backroom parleys are going on. A senior functionary of the mother party told this 

periodical: "It is not that we are indecisive and confused... but we have to tread 

carefully because we do not want any post announcement embarrassment." 

Along with old probable like Hamid Ansari, other names that are doing the 

rounds include Karan Singh and Gopal Krishna Gandhi. But if it is still Pranab’s 

name on everyone's lips, his "indispensability factor" to the UPA has come to the 

force. Meanwhile, Maratha strongman Sharad Pawar has created a buzz by his 

rejection of party colleague P A Sangma for the Presidential slot. Pawar has got 

firm support from Samajwadi Party chief Mulayam Singh Yadav on this issue. "I 

favour a political person for this position," said Yadav, thus creating a flutter in 

political parlance.  The political concurrence that has emerged between Pawar 

and Mulyam Singh Yadav is considered to be significant. Both the top UPA allies 

firmly argued on these lines at the Prime Minister's residence on May 22, setting 

the tone for Presidential elections in July. Both were equally optimistic that only 

the UPA can muster adequate numbers to secure the victory of their candidates. 

With shadow of concern over Manmohan With 
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With shadow of concern over Manmohan Singh-led UPA II government's 

performance looming large, it seems to have fallen on Congress chief Sonia 

Gandhi's shoulder to remind UPA's stakeholders about the need for course 

correction. And it was clearly there when she at a function held at the Prime 

Minister's residence to mark three years of the UPA rule, asked the Congress 

leaders as well as ministerial colleagues for soul searching. "Barely two years are 

left to seek a fresh mandate two years are left to seek a fresh mandate and this is 

not possible by making vacuous promises alone. This is the occasion when need 

to reiterate our commitment for progress and ensure speedy delivery," she 

thundered. Trinamool Congress chief Mamata Banerjee was absent. By making his 

presence at the function, Samajwadi Party supremo Mulayam Singh Yadav had, 

however compensated the absence of Mamata. While it signaled major political 

development, yet it didn't rescue those occupying seats of power as well as those 

in the party's organization hierarchy from the hard message of Sonia. In fact, her 

take was sharp and incisive; there was no prevarication when she told her party 

leaders that they should ensure better delivery in implementation of projects.  

Probably, Uttar Pradesh Assembly poll's disastrous outcome had significant 

proved this point which is still fresh in the memory of every Congressman. More 

space was given to the PM on the issue. He came out with an emphatic 

statement: "Notwithstanding the difficulties that we are facing, I am convinced 

that we will prove the doomsayers, who claim that India's economy is in retreat, 

wrong as we have often done in the past. We should keep faith the hard work, 

ingenuity and resilience of our farmers, workers, industrialists, engineers and 

scientists. We have pursued this objective by enhancing fund fro agriculture, rural 

development and social sectors." The PM highlighted how MNREGA now reaches 

one of every five households in the country. He enumerated more. 
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Life free from illness and ailment and living a reasonably long life 
span are indicative of a healthy life. Availability of pre and post natal health 
care facilities in order to reduce infant mortality and post delivery deaths 
among mothers, old age health care, adequate nutrition and safety of 
individual are important measures of a healthy and reasonably long life. 
India has done reasonably well in some of the health indicators like decline 
in death rate from 25.1 per thousand in 1951 to 8.1 per thousand in 1999 
and infant mortality from 148 per thousand to 70 during the same period. 
Similarly, it also succeeded in increasing life expectancy at birth from 37.1 
years to 62.3 years for males and 36.2 to 65.3 years for females from 1951 
to 1999. Though, these are great achievements, a lot needs to be done. 

It has also done reasonably well in bringing down birth rate from 40.8 
to 26.1 during the same years, but it still is much higher than many 
developed countries The situation is more alarming when seen in the 
context of gender specific and rural and urban health indicators. India has 
recorded declining female sex ratio. The findings of 2001 Census of India 
are very disturbing particularly in case of child sex ratio between 0-6 age 
groups. The other significant features of the report are, with the exception 
of Kerala, the child sex ratio has declined in all the states and it is the most 
alarming in the developed state of Haryana and Punjab where it is below 
800 female children per thousand male children. What factors are 
responsible for it? Is it the social attitude or scientific methods of sex-
determination? Freedom from hunger, poverty, ignorance, illiteracy and any 
other forms of domination is the key to human development. You have 
already studied the concepts, indicators and approaches to human 
development and methods of calculating the index in your book, 
“Fundamentals of Human Geography.” In this chapter, let us try to 
understand the applicability of these concepts. 
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The leaders of the freedom movement had realized the importance of 
rights and demanded that the British rulers should respect rights of the 
people. The Motilal Nehru committee had demanded a bill of rights as far 
back as in 1928. It was therefore, natural that when India became 
independent and the Constitution was being prepared, there were no two 
opinions on the inclusion and protection of rights in the Constitution. The 
Constitution listed the rights that would be specially protected and called 
them „fundamental rights‟. The word fundamental suggests that these rights 
are so important that the Constitution has separately listed them and made 
special provisions for their protection. The Fundamental Rights are so 
important that the Constitution itself ensures that they are not violated by 
the government. 

 Fundamental Rights are different from other rights available to us. 
While ordinary legal rights are protected and enforced by ordinary law, 
Fundamental Rights are protected and guaranteed by the constitution of 
the country. Ordinary rights may be changed by the legislature by ordinary 
process of law making, but a fundamental right may only be changed by 
amending the Constitution itself. Besides this, no organ of the government 
can act in a manner that violates them. As we shall study below in this 
chapter, judiciary has the powers and responsibility to protect the 
fundamental rights from violations by actions of the government. Executive 
as well as legislative actions can be declared illegal by the judiciary if these 
violate the fundamental rights or restrict them in an unreasonable manner. 
Fundamental rights are not absolute or unlimited rights. Government can 
put reasonable restrictions on the exercise of our fundamental rights. It is 
estimated that leather industry will require at least one millions additional 
man power in the next five years. The skill gaps at the level of designers, 
technologists and management professionals are more stark and 
demanding. With the expansion 
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The Indian Constitution has ensured the independence of the 
judiciary through a number of measures. The legislature is not involved in 
the process of appointment of judges. Thus, it was believed that party 
politics would not play a role in the process of appointments. In order to be 
appointed as a judge, a person must have experience as a lawyer and/or 
must be well versed in law. Political opinions of the person or his/ her 
political loyalty should not be the criteria for appointments to judiciary. The 
judges have a fixed tenure. They hold office till reaching the age of 
retirement. Only in exceptional cases, judges may be removed. But they 
have security of tenure. Security of tenure ensures that judges could 
function without fear or favors. The Constitution prescribes a very difficult 
procedure for removal of judges. The Constitution makers believed that a 
difficult procedure of removal would provide security of office to the 
members of judiciary.  

The judiciary is not financially dependent on either the executive or 
legislature. The Constitution provides that the salaries and allowances of 
the judges are not subjected to the approval of the legislature. The actions 
and decisions of the judges are immune from personal criticisms. The 
judiciary has the power to penalize those who are found guilty of contempt 
of court. This authority of the court is seen as an effective protection to the 
judges from unfair criticism. Parliament cannot discuss the conduct of the 
judges except when the proceeding to remove a judge is being carried out. 
This gives the judiciary independence to adjudicate without fear of being 
criticized. The appointment of judges has never been free from political 
controversy. It is part of the political process. 

The judiciary has the power to penalize those who are found guilty of 
contempt of court. This authority of the court is seen as an effective 
protection to the judges from unfair criticism. Parliament cannot discuss the 
conduct of the judges except when  
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The Indian Constitution has ensured the independence of the 
judiciary through a number of measures. The legislature is not involved in 
the process of appointment of judges. Thus, it was believed that party 
politics would not play a role in the process of appointments. In order to be 
appointed as a judge, a person must have experience as a lawyer and/or 
must be well versed in law. Political opinions of the person or his/ her 
political loyalty should not be the criteria for appointments to judiciary. The 
judges have a fixed tenure. They hold office till reaching the age of 
retirement. Only in exceptional cases, judges may be removed. But they 
have security of tenure. Security of tenure ensures that judges could 
function without fear or favors. The Constitution prescribes a very difficult 
procedure for removal of judges. The Constitution makers believed that a 
difficult procedure of removal would provide security of office to the 
members of judiciary.  

The judiciary is not financially dependent on either the executive or 
legislature. The Constitution provides that the salaries and allowances of 
the judges are not subjected to the approval of the legislature. The actions 
and decisions of the judges are immune from personal criticisms. The 
judiciary has the power to penalize those who are found guilty of contempt 
of court. This authority of the court is seen as an effective protection to the 
judges from unfair criticism. Parliament cannot discuss the conduct of the 
judges except when the proceeding to remove a judge is being carried out. 
This gives the judiciary independence to adjudicate without fear of being 
criticized. The appointment of judges has never been free from political 
controversy. It is part of the political process. 

Besides this, no organ of the government can act in a manner that 
violates them. As we shall study below in this chapter, judiciary has the 
powers and responsibility to protect the fundamental rights from violations 
by actions of the government. 
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We cannot understand the power of rumors and prophecies in history 
by checking whether they are factually correct or not. We need to see what 
they reflect about the minds of people who believed them – their fears and 
apprehensions, their faiths and convictions. Rumors circulate only when 
they resonate with the deeper fears and suspicions of people. The rumors 
in 1857 begin to make sense when seen in the context of the policies the 
British pursued from the late 1820. As you know, under the leadership of 
Governor General Lord William Bentinck, the British adopted policies aimed 
at “reforming” Indian society by introducing Western education, Western 
ideas and Western institutions. With the cooperation of sections of Indian 
society they set up English-medium schools, colleges and universities 
which taught Western sciences and the liberal arts. 

 The British established laws to abolish customs like sati and to 
permit the remarriage of Hindu widows. On a variety of pleas, like 
misgovernment and the refusal to recognize adoption, the British annexed 
not only Awadh, but many other kingdoms and principalities like Jhansi and 
Satara. Once these territories were annexed, the British introduced their 
own system of administration, their own laws and their own methods of 
land settlement and land revenue collection. The cumulative impact of all 
this on the people of North India was profound. It seemed to the people that 
all that they cherished and held sacred – from kings and socio-religious 
customs to patterns of landholding and revenue payment – was being 
destroyed and replaced by a system that was more impersonal, alien and 
oppressive. This perception was aggravated by the activities of Christian 
missionaries. In such a situation of uncertainty, rumors spread with 
remarkable swiftness. To explore the basis of the revolt of 1857 in some 
detail, let us look at Awadh, one of the major centers where the drama of 
1857 unfolded. Governor General Lord Dalhousie described the kingdom of 
Awadh. 
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In most contemporary educational systems of the world, secondary 
education comprises the formal education that occurs during adolescence. 
It is characterized by transition from the typically compulsory, 
comprehensive primary education for minors, to the optional, 
selective tertiary, "post-secondary", or "higher" education (university, 
vocational school) for adults. Depending on the system, schools for this 
period, or a part of it, may be called secondary or high 
schools, gymnasiums, lyceums, middle schools, colleges, or vocational 
schools. The exact meaning of any of these terms varies from one system 
to another. The exact boundary between primary and secondary education 
also varies from country to country and even within them, but is generally 
around the seventh to the tenth year of schooling.  
Secondary education occurs mainly during the teenage years. In the United 
States, Canada and Australia primary and secondary education together 
are sometimes referred to as K-12 education, and in New Zealand Year 1–
13 is used. The purpose of secondary education can be to give common 
knowledge, to prepare for higher education or to train directly in 
a profession. The emergence of secondary education in the United States 
did not happen until 1910, caused by the rise in big businesses and 
technological advances in factories (for instance), that required skilled 
workers. In order to meet this new job demand, high schools  were created, 
with a curriculum focused on practical job skills that would better prepare 
students for white collar or skilled blue collar work. This proved to be 
beneficial for both employers and employees, for the improvement in 
human capital caused employees to become more efficient, which lowered 
costs for the employer.

Then came the times when Women got to the space of equality in the 
work place, achieving their own dreams, and becoming equal financial 
contributors within their households. Now I believe it is time for them to lead 
the way forward this New Year, 
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